About Nineteen85 Films
Nineteen85 Films (N85) is a San Jose, CA based independent production company
of narrative films. N85’s works have premiered at Screen!, a local short film showcase,
to enthusiastic audiences. The Bay Area is an intersection of peoples, cultures, and
technology, and N85 strives to make films that reflect the realities and conflicts of its
time, place, and beyond with thought-provoking and dramatic content.

PREVIOUS WORK

MISTAKEN

2017

A newly single bachelor falls for a
quirky and down to earth woman,
only to realize she’s already married.

TURNING TABLES

2018

An older couple learns from their
new neighbors that they were once
full of ambition.
- Accepted into three film festivals:
Poppy Jasper Film Festival, Albany
Filmfest, Austin Micro Short FilmFest
- Winner of Best Drama at the
Austin Micro Short FilmFest
- Winner of Best Creative Short at
CreaTV Creative’s Celebration

upcoming projects

TWENTY is a Comedy / Thriller about a group of friends on the
way to a Roaring Twenties party who glitch into an alternate
reality. In this world privacy is banned and electronic communication is bootlegged. The friends have to overcome their own
personal battles with technology as they try to outsmart the
bootleggers and get their lives back to normal.

OUR VALUES
WE LISTEN

Nineteen85 Films follows
current events, their effects
on the film industry, and
on society as a whole. We
reflect upon the latest news
and strive to understand
our evolving landscape in
order to present an honest
portrayal of our times.

WE START A CONVERSATION

We start a conversation and listen to people’s
opinions and feelings about various topical issues.
We are open to other voices and listen to different
viewpoints in thoughtful debate. This allows us
to make content that is authentic, relevant, and
representative of a diverse array of people.

OUR VALUES
WE TURN OUR IDEAS INTO ACTION

N85 engages the film community to take creative risks and excel at visual storytelling. We continue to challenge our work by experimenting with new ideas and
seeing them to fruition. And lastly, we embrace the process of creating interesting
bodies of work that set artistic milestones and engage the viewer.

SEE OUR SHORT FILMS ONLINE:
www.nineteen85ﬁlms.com

Hilary Davidson | hilarydavidson@nineteen85ﬁlms.com | (408) 475-7299

